Possible Treatment of Breast Cancer by Activation of Pineal as a Psycho-Neuro-Endocrine Transducer and a Circadian Clock Gene Modifier through Behavioral Stimuli and Light Therapy
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Abstract

Background: Pineal that is regarded as seat of soul & intuition is said to be activated by 3rd eye meditation which involves alpha to theta rhythm on EEG. Its connections are studied with Hypothalamo-pituitary-Adrenal axis and Retina. Its role in reproduction, biological rhythms, psychosomatic illness and hence cancer is under study. Violet colored aura has been observed around pineal by Kirlian photography camera. Pineal has abundance of Phosphorus and also oxygen through blood supply, further favored by deep inhalation during meditation. Focused thinking or meditation involves ATP and breakdown of phosphate bonds in pineal may be involved. A biochemical parameter of pineal function is melatonin hormone. Hypothesis: Pineal can be stimulated by psychic / behavioral stimuli like violet light & 3rd eye meditation to produce its psycho-neuro endocrine effects along with circadian rhythm regulation & such stimuli may treat breast cancer. Material & Methods: A Quasi-Experimental Interventional pilot study on 30 cancer patients aged 20-40 years with equal gender distribution, diagnosed at stage 1 before the onset of chemotherapy to be divided equally in intervention groups A, B and C. Electroencephalography will be monitored and brain scan conducted before & after intervention. Melatonin levels will be measured by ELISA before & after. In group A, B and C respectively, there will be intervention with recitation, 3rd eye meditation and violet light therapy (wave length 1000 to 2000 Hz). Immediately Expected Results: More luminous aura of pineal during activation, slow rhythm on EEG during meditation, increase in melatonin level on stimulation, increasing peaks on Neuro MRI due to breakdown of high energy phosphate bonds and presence of functional dye at pineal level. Late Expected Results: With weekly treatment by the violet light / other stimuli, prognosis of breast cancer may improve over a period of one year. Benefits & future prospects: This may serve to treat Breast and other cancers, depression, mania, bipolar, epilepsy, schizophrenia, fears & phobias, sleep disorders, menstrual and hormonal Irregularities.
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Introduction

Pineal which for Descartes was the seat of soul has remained a focus of study as a third-eye and a seat of intuitive knowledge. It has its Anatomical and physiological connections with Hypothalamo-pituitary-Adrenal axis and also with Retina [1]. Its role is studied in relation with reproduction and biological rhythms but its role in meditation is not highlighted. Although third-eye meditation by focusing at the mid eyebrow level is the commonest type of meditation believed to be responsible for achieving oneness of body, mind and soul. Pineal which is accepted as a neuro-endocrine transducer has turned out to be of interest for biological psychiatry and behavioral physiology and will soon be proved as a psycho-neuro-endocrine transducer. When the mind is healthy [2-8], body is healthy and certain diseases are attributed to mind over body effects. Involvement of Pineal in psycho-somatic diseases is being unveiled. Decreased function of pineal or removal of pineal has recently been associated with schizophrenia, depression, sleep disorders and Menstrual irregularities. So, it has more to do as a psycho somatic transducer, standing as a mediator on the boundary between soma and psyche.

The aura around pineal gland was studied by Dr. Valorie Hunt in his research at UCLA in 1988. It was reflected in violet colour; i.e, frequency range 1000 to 2000 Hz [9,10]. It can be visualized by Kirlian photography that can produce colourful images of electromagnetic fields or Chakras of our body, with violet colour reflection at the level of pineal chakra or 6th chakra.
at mid-eyebrow level. It suggests that pineal may be activated by different variables like violet coloured light with frequency (1000 to 2000 Hz) or by third-eye meditation which will activate the pineal chakra as well and produce brighter image of violet colour on Kirlian photography.

Also a researcher in Philadelphia discovered that during meditation the frontal lobes are activated by concentration and spiritual or psychic feedback while parietal lobes are quiescent during such activities as parietal lobes are associated with 3 dimensional knowledge only [11-15]. Pineal gland is said to be associated with the fourth dimension and intuitive thinking, so it is quite likely that pineal is stimulated before facilitation of left prefrontal lobe during meditation. It is further studied that during meditation a person is in an altered state of consciousness and E.E.G pattern shows slow waves and alpha to theta variations when the person goes deeper gradually with more and more withdrawal from the surrounding environment and all other thoughts and external stimuli are totally rejected for more than 15 minutes or simply a person is in meditation phase [16], when EEG shows alpha rhythm. Focused thinking or meditation involves energy so ATP is required and breakdown of phosphate bonds in pineal must be involved. Since phosphate bonds are high energy twisted bonds produced by combination of phosphorus with oxygen, there should be a rich source of raw material for that energy rich compound with the pineal glands which is purposely privileged by rich blood supply as well. There are 2 important observations. Firstly, during meditation a person is breathing quietly through nose and inhaling oxygen more deeply than in normal state of consciousness. Secondly, it is established that pineal is the richest source of phosphorus in our body [17-24].

Thus it can be said that pineal produces its own energy for its important neuro-endocrine function once activated by psychic / behavioral stimuli. It can be shown by Neuro-MRI that gradually increasing peaks of breaking phosphate bonds can be seen on the scans with more and more activation of pineal gland. NASA America has established in a research on an American Jew who did not understand the Arabic Language of Holy Quran and suffered from an un-healing depression [25], who got cured by listening to the recitation at an appropriate frequency matched by the qirat of Surah Rehman by Qari Basit. It resulted in production of healing vibrations leading to the feelings of gratitude for Almighty that helped him cry out and get over with his depression and unveiled to him the translation of those verses without linguistic understanding. We hypothesize that Pineal can be stimulated by psychic / behavioral stimuli like violet light and 3rd eye meditation to produce its psycho-neuro endocrine effects along with circadian rhythm regulation and such stimuli may treat breast cancer [26].

Material and Methods

A cross-sectional case-control pilot study will be designed recruiting 30 controls aged 20-40 years with equal gender distribution and no history of breast cancer or any other cancer; depression, schizophrenia, epilepsy; sleep disorders and menstrual abnormalities related to circadian rhythm. A total of 30 breast cancer cases at stage 1 before the onset of chemotherapy will be recruited in intervention groups A, B and C [27]. In all the 3 groups, there will be monitoring of EEG and brain scan before and after intervention and melatonin levels will be measured by ELISA to check the activity of pineal gland. In group A, B and C respectively, there will be intervention with recitation, 3rd eye meditation and violet light therapy (wave length 1000 to 2000 Hz) [28,29].

Expected Results

The following immediate results will be obtained:

Neuro MRI may reveal increasing peaks due to breakdown of high energy phosphate bonds, more luminous violet light emission on Kirlian photography, slow EEG rhythm from alpha to theta and increased Melatonin levels after exposure to intervention. Longitudinal study over one year will be carried out to see the effect on prognosis of breast cancer after photo-therapy which is expected to improve (Table 1).

Table 1: Immediately expected results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Before Activation</th>
<th>After Activation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aura by Kirlian photography</td>
<td>Less prominent</td>
<td>More luminous, more violet light emission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG</td>
<td>Fast Rhythm (Beta)</td>
<td>Slow Rhythm (Alpha to Theta)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melatonin</td>
<td>Baseline Levels</td>
<td>Increase Levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuro MRI</td>
<td>No definite peaks due to breakdown of phosphate bonds</td>
<td>Increasing peaks due to breakdown of high energy phosphate bonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional MRI</td>
<td>Pineal does not appear activated (absence of functional dye at pineal level)</td>
<td>Presence of functional dye at pineal level followed by its presence in left prefrontal lobe.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Late expected results

With weekly treatment by the violet light, prognosis of breast cancer may improve over a period of one year.

Benefits

Non invasive treatment of so many pineal related disorders can be provided to patients with less hope and more risk from allopathic treatment.

This research can be a breakthrough in the life of the patients of

a. Breast cancer or any other cancer.
b. Depression, Mania, Biploar.
c. Epilepsy.
d. Schizophrenia.
e. Fears and Phobias
f. Sleep Disorders
g. Menstrual Irregularities
h. Hormonal Irregularities specially related to reproduction.
i. Also intuitive thinking can be achieved in normal subjets.
j. It will open the door of further research in the latest field of psycho-Neuro-Endocrinology.
k. It will promote the newly regarded study of alternative medicine on scientific footings.
l. It will promote spirituality in practitioners of all religions and help them find their eternal journey to discovery of self-noor from Noor and back to Noor.
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